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THE FOCUS FOR JANUARY

• The Focus for January

Even without this being a time for New Year’s Resolutions, it’s easy to
see where our energies have been misplaced and where we have
neglected ourselves. Living spiritually-focused lives doesn’t give us an
excuse to ignore our physical bodies. As we pause right now to take
stock of all the ways we have let ourselves get out of shape, we have
an opportunity to create a clear vision of the vibrant beings that we are
when we are at our best. As we do so, we not only begin to heal
ourselves; we also spontaneously share that healing energy with
others around us.

• Cosmic Opportunities
Day-by-Day
• Law of Attraction &
Financial Manifestation

WHAT IS IT?
Practical Spiritual Astrology is
grounded in the understanding
that our aim as consciously
evolving humans is not only to
remember and reclaim our
essential divine nature, but
also to manifest that spiritual
essence more dynamically and
more abundantly in the
material world. The sacred
knowledge of the heavenly
intelligences and their cosmic
cycles can guide us infallibly
into spontaneous right action
and joyful, fulfilled expression
of our true selves.
Practical Spiritual Astrology
thus brings us daily
opportunities for being
completely spiritually centered
in a consistently resourceful
manner that brings out the best
qualities in our circumstances,
that is completely congruent
with our true creative nature,
and that is genuinely helpful to
others in a multitude of
pragmatic, life-affirming ways.

“What we are looking for
is what is looking.”
- St. Francis of Assisi

There are times when the only way to succeed in the spiritual struggle
is to give up struggling altogether. When we stop contending with the
outer world of phenomena, we can begin again at focusing our
attention on who we truly are. In the process we can discover that we
are our own greatest resource, that the answers we seek lie within
ourselves. It is in our own wholeness that we will find the wellspring of
creative intelligence that unites us with all the magical capabilities
expressed at every level of the realm of spirit and divinity.
While some may feel that a true spiritual path compels them to eschew
the world of commerce and communication, in reality our greatest
spiritual opportunities are constantly hidden amid the hustle and bustle
of the marketplace. It is a territory full of seekers, and when we
acknowledge the commonality of our quest for greater fulfillment, we
open the door to surprising advances in our own evolution.
Sometimes our actions may seem ineffective, and as we experience
the inevitable emotional ups and downs of daily life we may feel some
frustration about our apparent lack or spiritual or material progress.
When that happens, our greatest need is uninhibited playfulness. With
childlike spontaneity as our most natural expression, we can feel
secure in the knowledge that we are always divinely guided—and
have fun doing it!

Cosmic Opportunities
Sun square Zeus – January 3, 5:23 p.m. EST
Sun conjunct Mercury – January 4, 2:06 p.m. EST
Mercury square Zeus – January 5, 5:39 a.m. EST
Mercury conjunct Venus – January 5, 5:40 a.m. EST

THE ART OF
SPIRITUAL
ACCOMPLISHMENT
“The person who says it
can’t be done should not
interrupt the person doing
it.”
–Chinese Proverb

ESOTERIC MANTRAS
FOR JANUARY
CAPRICORN
“Lost am I in light supernal,
yet on that light I turn my
back.”

AQUARIUS
“Water of life am I, poured
forth for thirsty men.”

January Observances
New Years Day – 1/1
Trivia Day – 1/ 4
Guru Gobindh Singh – 1/5
Epiphany – 1/6
Martin Luther King – 1/15
World Religion Day – 1/17
Timkat – 1/19
Vasant Panchami – 1/20
Opposite Day – 1/25
Australia Day – 1/26
Tu B’shvat – 1/30

Share the Light
Make copies of this ezine
for others; send them to
http://www.practicalspirit
ualastrology.com to
subscribe for free!
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Where is your heart
leading you? Write to Tim
Bost at P.O. Box 1657,
Sarasota, FL 34230-1657
USA or send email to
spirit@timbost.com with
your comments, dreams,
visions and suggestions.
We look forward to
hearing from you!

Venus square Zeus – January 5, 5:40 a.m. EST
Mars trine Cupido – January 6, 1:41 p.m. EST
Jupiter trine Apollon – January 6, 4:07 p.m. EST
Jupiter trine Hades – January 10, 4:01 a.m. EST
Sun conjunct True Lunar Node – January 11, 6:07 a.m. EST
Venus conjunct True Lunar Node – January 11, 8:01 a.m. EST
Zeus retrograde station – January 11, 3:46 p.m. EST
Sun conjunct Venus – January 11, 4:05 p.m. EST
Neptune square Admetos – January 12, 1:24 a.m. EST
Saturn retrograde station – January 13, 10:57 a.m. EST
Venus trine Admetos – January 14, 8:38 a.m. EST
Sun trine Admetos – January 14, 11:41 p.m. EST
Venus opposition Vulcanus – January 15, 1:16 a.m. EST
Annular Solar Eclipse – January 15, 2:05 a.m. EST
Mercury direct station – January 15, 11:52 a.m. EST
Sun opposition Vulcanus – January 15, 8:05 p.m. EST
Venus square Apollon – January 16, 11:51 a.m. EST
Sun square Apollon – January 17, 3:03 p.m. EST
Jupiter enters Pisces – January 17, 9:09 p.m. EST
Venus enters Aquarius – January 18, 9:34 a.m. EST
Sun enters Aquarius – January 19, 11:27 p.m. EST
Venus trine Saturn – January 22, 1:06 a.m. EST
Sun trine Saturn – January 24, 10:37 a.m. EST
Apollon retrograde station – January 25, 6:04 a.m. EST
Venus square Poseidon – January 25, 11:04 p.m. EST
Venus opposition Mars – January 27, 12:29 a.m. EST
Mercury square Zeus – January 27, 11:06 p.m. EST
Chiron square Admetos – January 28, 7:45 a.m. EST
Venus trine Zeus – January 29, 1:36 a.m. EST
Sun square Poseidon – January 29, 7:57 a.m. EST
Sun opposition Mars – January 29, 2:43 p.m. EST
Full Moon – January 30, 1:18 a.m. EST
Mars square Poseidon – January 30, 7:47 a.m. EST
Saturn square Pluto – January 31, 4:24 p.m. EST

Free Report on Astrology and the Law of Attraction
You can turbo-charge your use of the Law of Attraction with amazing techniques
anchored in the vibration of your zodiac sign. Get Tim Bost’s powerful new report
with specific insights for every sign of the zodiac completely free of charge at
http://www.StarMoneySecrets.com . Share this link with others now!

Creating Personal Wealth with Astrology
Tim Bost’s dynamic and amazingly timely new DVD set was recorded live with a
group personally focused on transforming their financial well-being while still
maintaining personal integrity and spiritual focus. The day-long event was packed
with key insights and rich inside information, all captured on these discs available
from http://www.starmoneysecrets.com/PersonalWealth.asp Take a look today!

The Spiritual Side of Financial Manifestation
Job losses, hard times—they all impact our spiritual development. True prosperity
means being able to function effortlessly in the material world while maintaining a
spiritual focus. But how do you do that when you’re out of money?
To answer that question, Stuart Lichtman, the developer of Cybernetic Transposition,
has joined “Attractor Factor” author Joe Vitale in a massive ebook called “How To
Get Lots of Money for Anything—Fast!” It’s a wonderful wealth resource, and the
techniques revealed can also be used to improve health and spiritual well-being,
increase success, strengthen relationships, lose weight (Lichtman lost 21 pounds in
21 days), and much more. Get complete details at http://www.anythingfast.com/?fid=astro It’s guaranteed to change your life!

